
Hybrid Models for Inverse Dynam-ics Modeling
Description
The identification of a precise inverse dynamics model of an industrial robot is a keyresearch area in robotics. By using a precise inverse model of the robot dynamicsthe reliance on feedback controllers for tracking accuracy can be reduced. Thisallows for precise and compliant motion, which is crucial for many real-worldapplications such as assembly tasks and human-robot interactions.
In this context hybrid models offer great potential [1]. They combine a traditionalrigid-body dynamics model (RBD) with an additional neural network (NN). The RBDmodel predicts inertia forces, while the neural network can capture hard to model ef-fects such as stick-slip and joint flexibilities from data. Combining the generalizationof rigid-body dynamics models with additional data-driven terms to further optimizetask-specific accuracy makes residual hybrid models ideal for compliant and precisemotion tracking [2].

Figure 1: Robot hardware setup to test the trained models
The goal of the thesis is to explore hybrid models for learning the inverse dynamicson our real robot setup. We want to train and implement such hybrid models in oursimulation and real robots. To test these models new motion tracking experimentsmust be designed and implemented. The goal is to run the trained models inside aninverse dynamics controller.Tasks
The tasks in this project will involve:• Data collection: A new data set must be created to evaluate the the different in-verse dynamics model. Data can be collected in our simulation framework andwith the real robot by using generated trajectories and kinesthetic teaching.• Implementation: Getting the new approach to work on our robot system andsimulation framework for the hybrid models. We already have an working im-plementation of our model and training algorithms available.• Model Training: After the data is collected and pre-processed the model andits loss function will be trained with the different datasets.• Evaluation: The identified models of the robot will be evaluated in self-designedmotion tracking experiments.References
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